European Challenge Open - Singles 19/08/2014

GROUP 1

1. STEVEN BOGLE-SCO
   bye

2. WILLIAM BORLAND-SCO
   GARY STONE-SCO

3. BRAIN SALMON-SCO
   PAUL BLACK-SCO

4. ANDY GILICK-SCO
   GARY YOUNG-SCO

5. ANDY BARR-SCO
   CRAIG PARKER-SCO

6. PETER CUMMINGS-SCO
   LEE BARBER-SCO

7. ALEX LISTER-SCO
   MARK BARILLI-SCO

8. BRIAN McMINTN-SCO
   CHRIS KILPATRICK-SCO

GROUP 1 WINNER
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GROUP 5

229 Sam Mulholland-SCO

Last 32 - Best of 7 legs

201 Sam Mulholland-SCO

Last 64 - Best of 7 legs

202 JIM McGEARY-SCO

146 Wullie Laird-SCO

Last 128 - Best of 7 legs

145 Sam Mulholland-SCO

35 John Barclaay Snr-SCO

JIM SIMPSON-SCO

36 William BB Wilson-SCO

RICHARD SWAN-SCO

37 SteveV Ross-SCO

RONNIE Rooney-SCO

38 Dougie Low-SCO

KIELTH Heaven-SCO

39 James Colquhoun-SCO

CHARLIE Morrissey-SCO

40 GREG Boyd-SCO

RAB McFadyean-SCO

GROUP 5 WINNER
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GROUP 9

Last 256 - Best of 7 legs

65 SOTT GIBB-SCO
66 CRAIG BAXTER-SCO
67 SHUG PEARSON-SCO
68 JIM REID-SCO
69 LEE PEARSON-SCO
70 JAMIE MCGOUGAN-SCO
71 GREG FISHER-SCO
72 NEIL DEMPSEY-SCO

bye
STEPH ALLERTON-SCO
JOHN CONNAL-SCO
NIALL COWAN-SCO
CHCIK MCGHEE-SCO
FRANK ROGAN-SCO

Last 128 - Best of 7 legs

161 SOTT GIBB-SCO

Last 64 - Best of 7 legs

209

Last 32 - Best of 7 legs

233 GROUP 9 WINNER
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GROUP 12

GROUP 12 WINNER

PAUL GALLAGHER-SCO
JOE DOCHERTY-SCO

THOMAS MCCOLGAN-SCO
PETER MCPHERSON-SCO

DAVID GORRY-SCO
ALAN KERR-SCO

CHRISTY MORRISEY-SCO
GRAHAM ANDERSON-SCO

GERRY HOUSTON-SCO
DAVID JAMIESON-SCO

SCOTT SEMPLE-SCO
PAUL HANAWAY-SCO

NEIL CAMPBELL-SCO
EWAN HYSLOP-SCO

STU TINTO-SCO
ANDY BOULTON-SCO

GROUP 12 WINNER